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Managing Nature Conservation and High Impact Motorized 
Traffic 
 
Fundacion Parke Nacional Arikok (FPNA) Role 
�  An independent authority in terms of nature conservation 

and sustainability, a voice for Aruba’s collective nature 
consciousness: possessing the legal right to introduce 
policies to safeguard our nature conservation objectives 
and congruent with our duty to protect and conserve 
nature.  

Nature Conservation Challenges 
�  A significant negative impact on nature ( pollution, erosion, 

road kill, and road widening ) 
�  A significant habitat degradation of Natural Pool 

“Conchi”  (indicator algae, low coral abundance, 
trampling, and flippers. 

�  Noise disturbance impacts the presence and behavior of 
fauna. (roosting , nesting, and foraging sites) 

�   Fundacion Parke Nacional Arikok (FPNA) further referred as 
FPNA 



ARUBA OFFROAD FOUNDATION. (after this referred as A.O.F. ) 
Represents more then 20 companies and are we welcoming the 
initiative of FPNA of looking into solutions for a lower motorized 
impact for the National park area and the Natural Pool area and 
we would like to cooperate in fair conditions and been taken 
into consideration for such.  
 

On the other hand, rules presented by FPNA about managing the 
nature conservation and high Impact motorized traffic we feel 
discriminated or misjudged. Many tour operators and and local 
community totally disagree with explanations and statements given 
why certain vehicle have lower impact and others have bigger 
impact, on the nature these statements were made on conclusion 
of FNPA headquarters.  
AOF is inviting FNPA for a constructive discussion to find solutions for 
the environmental challenges.  



AOF encourages  FPNA to: 
�   Per Immediate suspending of all discriminatory and unfair 

rules stated by FNPA. 
�  No discriminatory policies for tour operators , rentals and 

local community. 
�   Equal conditions for all motorized vehicles 
 
 



What AOF sees as discriminatory and controversial from FNPA 
statement: 
 
Phase 1 – Immediate Regulatory Policy ( 1 ) 
�  Curtailments of new registration of motorized tour operators : 
�  A halt of new registrations of motorized tour operators to 

operate in protected areas managed by FNPA.  
�  This is a discriminative clausal which give advantage for already 

registered tour operators . As well after meeting with all 
members of the AOF it is not clear who is registered in FNPA or 
not , because there is no membership or contract signed 
between tour operators, rentals companies and FPNA.  

�  This is an unfair business practice and discriminatory to new or 
existing not registered operators and rentals. And will create 
competitive conditions in between all operators. 

 



  
 

Phase 1 – Immediate Regulatory Policy 
 
 
Ban of all motorized vehicles: 
�  With the exceptions of: 
�  SUV’s, Pick-Up, Van, and compact cars individually and as part 

of guided tour. 
�  UTV are temporary permitted into the protected areas as part 

of a guided visit. 
�  ATV’s, motorcycles, buggies, trikes and other types of motorized 

high – impact vehicles are expressly banned from all nature 
protection areas under FPNA’s management. 

 



This is the most confusing part  from all statement. 
�  Ban of all motorized vehicles. So regular cars ,a  SUV , a pick-

Up ,are not motorized vehicles they are categorized like low 
impact vehicles with low footprint impact and ATVs and 
motorcycles or as similar vehicles with less cubic centimeters, 
smaller tires , and lightweight like high impact vehicles 

 
 
 

WAIT WHAT????? 
 



OK Lets go step by step 
�  How does FPNA decide what is a high impact and a low impact 

vehicle and for which category will this vehicle fall under? 
�  All UTV’s which can carry a rental plate are registered as a 

normal regular car. With same rules and conditions like all other 
cars in Aruba. They have to pass a DTI inspection and pay the 
same import duties, tax , number plates, registrations fees like all 
other cars.  

�  All UTV’s have to pass strict emissions and decibel controls and 
protocols which allows them be legally registered in all 
European countries like street legal.  

�  Emissions pollutions of UTV’s are with 800 cc gas fuel engines can 
be 5 times lower than a big jeep or truck with a 3500 cc or 
higher engine.  

 



Examples: 

  
So why they want ban UTV’s and ATV’s and motorcycles or similar 
vehicles? 



Why did FPNA ban the ATV’s effective immediately, and a 

UTV has a transition phase? 
 �   The reason for banning ATV’s effective per immediately, is this 

because the possibility of a serious accident is higher on an ATV than 
on an UTV(1).  

�  The UTV has a cage construction, roof and in some cases a door to 
protect the visitor in an accident. 

�   In certain scenarios, the transportation efficiency of an UTV is higher 
than the transportation efficiency of an ATV. 

�  Transportation efficiency is seen as the number of visitors per motorized 
vehicle.  

�  The noise and dust impact can be seen as equal but if you take into 
consideration the number of visitors per motorized vehicle the UTV 
provides more people the possibility of having the same impact on the 
nature.  

�  For pollution and in this case littering, both vehicles are open and 
provide opportunity for trash to be blown out of the vehicle(3).  

�  The speed limit in the park is 20km/h while the ease with which ATVs 
and UTVs traverse rough, off road terrain this encourages the visitors to 
surpass this speed limit and divert from the designated trail (2). 



(1) Is the FPNA really an organization which 
can questioning renowned manufactures of  
ATV’s: 
 
�  their international certification’s and blame ATV’s 

construction from accidents?  
Solutions?  
�  Internationally approved off-road helmets knee, elbow 

protections, boots or sneakers for good driving comfort. 
�  (2) The speed limit in the Park is 20km/h while the ease with 

which      ATV and UTVs traverse rough, off road terrain 
encourages the visitors to surpass this speed limit and divert 
from the designated trail.  

�  If FPNA has this kind of experience with the UTV and ATV 
vehicles, regular speed controls have to take place.   If 
individual customer or tour operators are speeding with their 
customers they have to be fined in case of repetitive 
behavior of tour operators this operators will have sanctions 
or can be banned from park.  



�   Divert from park roads can be avoided by placing big rocks to 
intersections which can not be entered or booms can take 
place.  

�  If correct all customers, tour operators as well local visitors pay 
an entrance fees (which is average $10.00 USD per customer) 
and those are used for preservation of FPNA. 

 
(3) For pollution and in this case littering, both vehicles are 
�  open and provide opportunity for trash to be blown out of the 

vehicle  
�  A Soft top jeeps or tours jeeps are as well open and trash can 

fly out , or there can enter just close jeeps with doors and hard 
top  with close windows? 

�  Solutions : Additional plastic compartments for ATV,s or UTV’s , 
in case of tour operators guide is carrying garbage bin for all 
plastics and garbage. 



Why did FPNA ban UTV but did not ban SUVs? 
 �  The noise disturbance of a jeep/SUV is lower than that of a 

UTV(1).  
�  The dust cloud and noise of a single jeep with 14 visitors is less 

than a dust cloud and noise from 4 to 8 UTV’s with the same 
amount of visitors(2).  

�  The SUV encourages less speeding then an ATV/UTV for 
enforcement you can measure the speed of a SUV better than 
an ATV/UTV(3). 

�   The possibility for trash to get blown out from a SUV is less than of 
a UTV, a SUV has more compartment to hold the trash and in 
some cases is fully closed(4). 

�   Transportation efficiency of a Jeep/SUV is higher than the 
transportation efficiency of an ATV/UTV. 

�   In case of an accident, the SUV protects the visitor better than 
an ATV/UTV(5).  

�  FPNA will continue monitoring the impact of motorized vehicles 
and evidence will continue to dictate future management and 
operations  



(1) The noise disturbance of a jeep/SUV is lower 
than that of a UTV.  

(1) These are the sound test result approved by Netherlands  
requirements. 



�  (4)The dust cloud and noise of a single jeep with 14 
visitors is less than a dust cloud and noise from 4 to 
8 UTV’s with the same amount of visitors. 

�  Single jeeps are normally a 5 passengers vehicles. 
Modifications for a 14passenger vehicle are home 
made and that way not approved by any legal 
manufacturer or certification for crash tests  or 
other safety measurement which normally have to 
be approved by international certifications.  

 
�  On the other hand UTV’s has a certificate of 

conformity , which means vehicle can be 
permanently registered without requiring any 
further approvals, for driving and using metric / 
imperials units for speedometer. 





In the past fatal accident with UTV’s or ATV’s are 
drastically lower in count, and unfortunately on 
jeeps higher.   



� On behavior of 
driver 

� On behavior of 
guide (in tours) 

� Safety measure 
taken 

� Wearing of safety 
belt 

� Providing a safety 
belt 

� SUV (Safari seating) 
carry lap safety 
belt not an 
shoulder safety 
belt. 

� Drivers 
circumstances 

This proves that this all depends: 



Dust:  A bigger, heavier jeeps can create the same 
dust clouds or even bigger, because the tire width and 
their force is much bigger then a UTV and UTV’s can 

maneuver easier around obstacles like a regular SUV.  
 



For that reason UTV’s  are used like rescue vehicles 
in many national parks or difficult terrains similar to 

Roads to the natural pool . 



AOF is aware that changes and restrictions need to made to 
ensure that our future generation can enjoy the nature as 
well,  but it has to be done in a correct way, a fair way not 
discriminating any type of vehicle and/or tour operator.  
We are looking for solutions and cooperation with any 
organization , foundation or government department to be 
part of regulated recreational tourism.  
AOF has numerous ideas .  

HOW CAN WE REACH THIS GOAL? 
LET’S WORK TOGETHER  
 


